
Meiena Jimenez Jose Luis, 09:14 PM 2/13/00 +0100, Re: your mail 

Date: Sun, 13 Feb 2000 21:14:40 +0100 (MET) 
From: Melena Jimenez Jose Luis <ecpmejij@vc.ehu.es> 
To: "Emmett L. Bennett" <ebennett@facstaff.wisc.edu> 
Subject: Re: your mail 

On Wed, 5 .Jan 2000, Melena Jimenez Jose Luis wrote: 

> Dear Emmett, 
> Please find included your messages for seeing that you managed 
> well with Eudora. I shall comment few tnings on them between [ ]: 
> 
>Date: Mon, 03 Jan 2000 21 :20:17 +0000 
>To: ecpmejij@vc.ehu.es, RFirth9351@aol.com 
> From: ernmett Bennett <ebennett@facstaff.wisc.edu> 
> 

> I have just tried to compose a message, hoping it could ride with 
> this. But Eudora a mystery, and I am not an initiate. Whereever it is 
> hiding in the machine, I will look for it, and if I find it, I will print 
> it and send it by a trusty messenger. Emmett 
> 
> Date: Mon, 03 Jan 200021:13:23 +0000 
>To: RFirth9351@aol.com, ecpmejij@vc.ehu.es 
> From: emmett Bennett <ebennett@facstaff.wisc.edu> 
> 

> My helpful colleag 1Jes hav0 pre-,;ail8d upon me to Eudorize. Where there is 
> ver1 little instruction on what can be done and what can't. I suppose this 
> can't be done, but I will try anyway. A message of 30 December asks about 
> 5000=8000. 
> No, only in one particular instanr.e. I 196~ plus/minus I was in lraklion 
>while JPO wc.1s there, and accornpa ·ed 11: to the museum, where he was 
> looking for joins in 8000 (I suppose) stu . I tried from Monday through 
>Wednesday to find a join. No luck Mon Tue. On Wednesday I found one, two 
>pieces \.Vhich had a day or two before been one piece. This JPO published, 
> with my name first in the list of contributors. That is absoutely ail I 
> know about 8000 materials. 
> 
> [JPO states that you numbered the 8000 pieces in July 1965. JPO could not 
>identify his 8000 being 5000 in 1965, since ~-·e had only KT 3 (1964), and 
> he went to Madison in 1966. So, you identifi, . 1 the lost 5000 among his 
> 8000. Your joining staying was carried perha1Js in the same year, since 
>your TWO joins were included in the join paper of JPO-JTK delivered at 
> Cambridge Colloquium. That is mingled in your memory with a more recent 
> staying (after 198~ ), when you found a join in the new material and you 
>are the heading name in the 436 joins paper published in MINOS, shortly 
> before KT 5. 
> Nevertheless, my '.·nain question is your drawings of the 1950 
>stuff. They are not at PASP, so you are keeping them somewhere. YDu have 
> sent to me the first page of your recently found concordance ELB's 1950 
> drawings of 5000 tablets, which I hope to have complete in a near 
>future. Bui the dravrings themselves need to be recovered. I do no know 
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